
Intelligent Systems CS 600036 

Mid Term Examination Spring 2011-12 

Answer all the questions (F.M. 60) Time: 2 hours 

You are free to make logical assumptions, only when needed or appropriate and state that clearly 

before every answer 

1. a) Why is the closed world assumption used in some knowledge representation, that is why 

do we not store negative data in the knowledge base? ( 3 sentences max) 

b) What does it mean for an inference system to be sound and complete? 

c) What is the difference between inductive reasoning and abductive reasoning? Which one of these is 

sound? (be precise) 

[3+3+4=10] 

2. Consider that you want to recommend books to two of your friends and therefore you decide to use a 

forward-chaining book recommender. 

Your rule based system is set up as follows, 

Set of Assertions (WM elements): 

{(Max lives-in WashingtonDC), (Jane lives-in SanFrancisco), (Max likes science-fiction), (Jane likes 
PhilipKDick), (Pat likes TheThreeStigmataOfPalmerEidritch), (PhilipKDick is-author-of Ubik), 
(PhilipKDick is-author-of TheManlnTheHighCastle), (PhilipKDick is-author-of ThePenultimateTruth)} 

Rules: (?x implies variable x) 

Rl If (?x likes PhilipKDick) Then (?x likes science-fiction) 

R2 If (?x likes Ubik) Then (?x likes Alternate-realities) 

R3 If (?x lives-in SanFrancisco) & (?x likes science-fiction) Then(?x likes Alternate-realities) 

R4 If (?x lives-in Washington DC) Then (?x likes politics) 

RS If (?x likes politics) & (?x likes science-fiction) Then 

(ThePenultimateTruth is-recommended-for ?x) 

R6 If (?x likes alternate-realities) Then (TheManlnTheHighCastle is-recommended-for ?x) 

a) Write the rules and assertions using CLIPS or CLIPS like syntax [5] 

b) Copy and fill out the following table to show the details of running the forward chainer. Use rule 

ordering as a strategy for conflict resolution. Assume new assertions are added to the end of the 

assertion database. Terminate when no further assertions can be made. You may abbreviate clauses 

as long as there is no ambiguity. (Note: the number of rows or the steps in the table are not of any 

significance to go by). 



Step 

2 

Triggered 

Rules{s) 

Rule Instance 

Binding(s) 

Rule Fired Working Memory Assertion(s) Added 

[5] 

c) Now consider that one of your friends suggests that Pat might like TheManlnTheHighCastle, but you 

want a backward chainer to help you prove whether or not the statement is true. You can use the same 

initial assertions as in your forward chaining system, plus a new assertion: 

(Pat lives-in SanFrancisco) 

Use the same six rules as in your forward chaining system, plus a new rule: 

R7 If (?x likes TheThreeStigmataOfPalmerEidritch) Then (?x likes PhilipKDick) 

You can then ask your backward chainer to prove (TheManlnTheHighCastle is-recommended-for Pat) 

Complete the and-or goal tree to prove the assertion. Assume that your system uses rule ordering as a 

conflict resolution strategy. Also assume that if an assertion cannot be proven via rules or existing 

assertions, then it fails. (Your system does not query you for an answer). Label each branch of the tree 

with the name of the rule that it represents (e.g. Rl). 

TheManlnTheHighCastle is-recommended-for Pat [5) 

I ?"Rule id 

Fill up the rest ... 

-- "'-'--~ 



3. Consider the following scenario. Assume that a MAGICAL Parser can produce the required intermediate 
form. 

a) Ashok, a student of KGP Boys' School, received a badminton racket from his father. 
b) John needed to buy two feathers and a net. 
c) John did not have any money. 
d) Any one can take money from an ATM as (s)he had a bank account and an ATM card. 
e) The KGP Boys' School had a nice badminton court with arrangements of light. 
f) Anybody can play badminton if all the required equipments are available. 

A. Represent, through a nice diagram, the above discourse of sentences using a frame based scheme to answer 
the following questions. [10] 

B. For each query given below, 

a) Show how the query will be represented (use <object, attribute, value> triplet). 
[5] 

b) Show how the answer can be inferred from the representation and If it cannot be inferred state why 
can it not be inferred. Each explanation should not exceed 4-5 sentences and should be presented 
separately. [ 2X5=10] 

Queries: 

a) Who gave a badminton racket to Ashok? 

b) Is Ashok more than 20 years old? 

c) How many players are needed to play a badminton game? 

d) Does John nave a racket? 

e) Can John and Ashok play a badminton game after sunset? 

c. Which of the above queries can be answered if the system is augmented with the domain ontology of the 
required domain/domains? Show the required part of the ontology and state how the questions can now be 
answered. [5) 

D. If you are allowed to adopt a hybrid approach (a mix of frames and logic I frames and rules) would it be a 
more powerful approach? A more efficient approach? Illustrate your answer with specific points, showing 
where you gain advantage. [5] 




